Two first-principles simulation techniques, path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) and density functional molecular dynamics (DFT-MD), are applied to study hot, dense helium in the densitytemperature range of 0.387 -5.35 g cm −3 and 500 K -1.28×10 8 K. One coherent equation of state (EOS) is derived by combining DFT-MD data at lower temperatures with PIMC results at higher temperatures. Good agreement between both techniques is found in an intermediate temperature range. For the highest temperatures, the PIMC results converge to the Debye-Hückel limiting law. In order derive the entropy, a thermodynamically consistent free energy fit is introduced that reproduces the internal energies and pressure derived from the first-principles simulations. The equation of state is presented in form of a table as well as a fit and is compared with chemical models. In addition, the structure of the fluid is analyzed using pair correlation functions. Shock Hugoniot curves are compared with recent laser shock wave experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
After hydrogen, helium is the second most common element in the universe. While it rarely occurs in pure form in nature, it is an endmember of hydrogen-helium mixtures (HHM) that are the prevalent component in solar and extrasolar giant gas planets. The characterization of helium's properties at extreme temperature and pressure conditions is therefore important to study planetary interiors and especially relevant for answering the question whether HHM phase-separate in giant planet interiors 1,2 . In most planetary models, the equation of state (EOS) of HHM was inferred from the linear mixing approximation at constant pressure and temperature using the EOSs of pure hydrogen and helium. The latter is the central topic of this article.
Hydrogen and helium share some common properties. Both are very light and exhibit rich quantum properties at low temperature. More importantly for this paper, the helium atom and the deuterium molecule have similar masses and both have two elemental excitation mechanisms that determine their behavior at high temperature. The helium atom has two ionization stages while deuterium molecules can dissociate and the resulting atoms can be ionized. However, helium is without question simpler to characterize at high pressure. The crystal structure is hexagonal closed-packed under most (P, T ) conditions 3,4 while in solid hydrogen, different degrees of molecular rotational ordering lead to several phases that deviate from the h.c.p. structure. Hydrogen is expected to turn metallic at a few hundred GPa while a much larger bandgap must be closed in helium, which is predicted to occur above 10 000 GPa 5, 6 . Given the relative simplicity of helium's high pressure properties one expects that there would be less of a controversy in the EOS than for hydrogen. This makes helium a good material to test novel experimental and theoretical approaches. For hydrogen, the first laser shock experiments that reached megabar pressures had predicted that the material would be highly compressible under shock conditions and reach densities six times higher than initial state 7, 8 . Later experiments 9, 10, 11, 12 showed reduced compression ratios close to 4.3, which were in good agreement with first-principles calculations 13, 14, 15 . In the case of helium, there is very good agreement between the early shock experiments by Nellis et al. 16 and first-principles calculation 17 . Recently the first laser shock experiments were performed on precompressed helium samples 18 . The measurements confirmed the theoretically predicted trend 17 that the shock compression ratio is reduced with increasing precompression. However, there is discrepancy in the magnitude of the compression. Shock measurements 18 without precompression showed compression ratios of about 6 while first-principles simulation 17 predicted only 5.24 (4) . The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental predictions is reduced for higher precompressions. For samples that were precompressed to 3.4-fold the ambient density, theory and experiment are in agreement.
The properties of fluid helium change from hard-sphere liquid at low pressure and temperature to ultimately a two-component plasma, after ionization has occurred at high pressure and temperature. The associated insulatorto-metal transition has been the topic of three recent theoretical studies that all relied on DFT methods. Kietzmann et al. 19 studied the rise in electrical conductivity using the Kubo-Greenwood formula and compared with shock-wave experiments by Ternovoi et al. 20 . Kowalski et al. 6 studied dense helium in order to characterize the atmosphere of white dwarfs. This paper went beyond the generalized gradient approximation by considering hybrid functionals. Stixrude and Jeanloz 21 studied the band gap closure in the dense fluid helium at over a wide range of densities including conditions of giant planet interiors.
This article provides the EOS for fluid helium over a wide range of temperatures (500 K-1.28×10
8 K) and densities (0.387-5.35 g cm −3 corresponding to a Wigner-Seitz radius interval of r s =2.4-1.0 where 4 3 πr 3 s = V /N e ) by combining two first-principles simulation methods, path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) at higher temperatures with density functional molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) at lower temperatures. The temperature range was significantly extended compared to our earlier work 17 that focused exclusively on shock properties alone. Here, the region of validity of both first-principles methods is analyzed and good agreement for EOS at intermediate temperatures is demonstrated. The PIMC calculations have been extended to much higher temperatures until good agreement with the Debye-Hückel limiting law is found. In the density interval under consideration, the entire EOS of nonrelativistic, fluid helium has been mapped out from first principles. All EOS data are combined into one thermodynamically consistent fit for the free energy and the entropy is derived. The structure of the fluid is analyzed using pair correlation functions and, finally, additional results for shock Hugoniot curves are presented.
II. METHODS

Path integral Monte Carlo
22 is the most appropriate and efficient first-principles simulation techniques for quantum system with thermal excitations. Electrons and nuclei are treated equally as paths, although the zeropoint motion of the nuclei as well as exchange effects are negligible for the temperatures under consideration. The Coulomb interaction between electrons and nuclei is introduced using pair density matrices that we derived using the eigenstates of the two-body Coulomb problem 23 . The periodic images were treated using an optimized Ewald break-up 24 that we applied to the pair action 25 . The explicit treatment of electrons as paths leads to the fermion sign problem, which requires one to introduce the only uncontrolled approximation in this method, the fixed node approximation 26, 27 . We use the nodes from the free-particle density matrix and from a variational density matrix 28 . Besides this approximation, all correlation effects are included in PIMC, which for example leads an exact treatment of the isolated helium atom.
The DFT-MD simulations were performed with either the CPMD code 29 using local Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopotentials 30 or with the Vienna ab initio simulation package 31 using the projector augmented-wave method 32 . The nuclei were propagated using Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics with forces derived from either the electronic ground state or by including thermally excited electronic states when needed. Exchange-correlation effects were described by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation 33 . The electronic wavefunctions were expanded in a plane-wave basis with energy cut-off of 30-50 Hartrees. Most simulations were performed with N =64 using Γ point sampling of the Brillioun zone. An analysis of finite size effect is presented in the following section.
III. EQUATION OF STATE
An analysis of finite size dependence of the EOS results is important since all simulation are perform with a finite number of particle in periodic boundary conditions. Figure 1 gives two examples for the finite size analysis that we have performed at various (T, ρ) conditions. At 10 000 K and r s = 2.4, helium can be characterized as a hard-sphere fluid. The artificial periodicity of the nuclei dominate the finite size errors. Simulations with N = 64 atoms are sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this study. The DFT-MD results also agree surprisingly well with classical Monte Carlo calculation using the Aziz pair potential 34 , which explains why both methods give fairly similar Hugoniot curves as long as electronic excitations are not important 17 . The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows PIMC results for 125 000 K where a substantial part of the pressure comes from excited electrons. They are still coupled to the motion of the nuclei, which leads to effective screening. In consequence, the finite size dependence of the pressure is reduced significantly, and a simulation with N = 16 atoms exhibit a finite size error of only 1% compared with 3% at lower temperature. This is reason why PIMC simulations with 16 atoms already gave a fairly accurate shock Hugoniot curve 17 . However, most PIMC results reported in Tab. I were obtained with 32 atoms and some with 57 atoms. Already 32 atoms lead to well converged pressures unless one is interested at very high temperature above 10 7 K where all atoms are ionized and the coupling is very weak. Although the total pressure is dominated by the kinetic term, the excess pressure shows an increased finite size dependence that requires simulation with 57 atoms in some cases. In general, the weak-coupling limit is difficult to study with finite-size simulations 35 . Also at very high density beyond the range considered here, electrons approach the limit of an ideal Fermi gas and form a rigid background. The remaining Coulombic subsystem of ions is expected to require simulations with several hundreds of particles 36 . In this regard, the electronic screening makes our simulations affordable. Figure 2 compares the pressures obtained from PIMC and DFT-MD simulations for several density. Above 20 000 K, excited electronic state become important. Both first-principles method are in very good agreement, which is foundation for the coherent EOS reported in this paper. Reasonably good agreement between PIMC and DFT-MD was reported for hydrogen earlier 37 . Figure 2 is a stringent test because it compares only the pressure contributions that result from the particle interactions. When one removes the ideal gas contributions, P 0 , has one a bit of a choice for the corresponding noninteracting system. At very high temperature, one wants to compare with an ideal Fermi gas of electrons and nuclei. At This approach smoothly connects the low-and hightemperature limits. However for the correct interpretation of the presented graphs, it should be pointed out that the pressures and energies of the ideal model depend on the Saha ionization equilibrium. If the ideal system exhibits a higher degree of ionization than the simulation results, then this alone can lead to negative excess pressures and energies, which one would normally attribute exclusively to the interaction of free electrons and ions. This effect becomes clear in Fig. 3 where even the DFT-MD results without excited electrons exhibit a negative excess internal energy at 80 000 K. Figure 3 exhibits the missing correlation energies in DFT GGA, which underestimates the binding energy in the atom by ∆E 0 =0.98 eV. This is the main reason for the disagreement with the ideal plasma model in the lowtemperature limit (1.20 eV/atom), while internal energy increase due to the compression to r s = 1.86 amounts only to 0.22 eV/atom. To correct for missing correlation energy, we applied a uniform correction of −∆E 0 to all DFT results discussed later. We may assume that the correction to DFT depends only weakly on temperature and density. To determine its precise amount more accurately is difficult and goes beyond the scope of this article.
Despite this DFT insufficiency, one finds reasonably good agreement in the internal energies reported by PIMC and DFT-MD. Figure 3 shows that both methods report very similar increases in the energy resulting from thermal excitations of electrons, which is the basis for constructing one EOS table.
In order to explore the agreement between PIMC and DFT-MD in more detail we resort to pressure calculations for a single configuration of nuclei that we have obtain from DFT-MD with 57 atoms at 80 000 K. The temperatures under consideration. In both methods, the instantaneous pressure is a well-defined quantity derived from the virial theorem. In DFT, one uses the diagonal elements of the stress tensor 38 , while is PIMC one derives the pressure directly from the kinetic, K , and potential, V , energy,
where V is the volume of the simulation cell. DFT is primarily a groundstate method that use an exchange func- tional that was derived at T =0. It allows, however, to include electronic excitations using a thermal population of excited singe-particle states. On the other hand, PIMC is a finite temperature quantum simulation method that treats the electrons as interacting particles. The only approximation comes from the fermion nodes. Figure 4 compares the instantaneous pressures from both methods. At intermediate temperatures, there is a large interval where both methods agree. DFT pressures appear to be fairly accurate. For the level of accuracy needed for this study we could not detect any insufficiency resulting from the groundstate exchange correlation functional nor from inaccurate thermal excitations resulting from an underestimated bandgap. However, the DFT eventually become prohibitively expensive at higher temperature. Some of the points at r s = 2.4 required up to 100 bands per atom, and that is one reason why we only used a single configuration. The other comes from path integrals. PIMC simulations with 123 atoms shown in Fig. 1 represent about the limit one can study with currently available computers. If one wants to repeat the calculations at lower temperature where the paths are longer, or using the more expensive variational nodes, one quickly exceeds existing limits in processing power. Figure 4 also reveals inaccuracies in the PIMC computation that are caused by approximations in the trial density matrix. PIMC with free-particle nodes predict pressures that are too high when the electrons settle into the ground state (T ≤ 40 000 K for r s =1.86 as shown in Fig. 2 ). This effect has already been reported for hy- one allows the trial density matrix to adjust to the positions of the nuclei, which corrects most of the pressure error as can be seen in upper panel of Fig. 4 . However, the variational approach was derived to study finite temperature problems. It does not describe the electronic ground state as well as DFT. For the purpose of construction one EOS table for helium, we use DFT-MD results with electronic excitation up to 80 000 K for r s ≥ 1.5 and results up to 125 000 K for r s = 1.25 and 1.0. For all higher T , we use PIMC simulations, which become more and more efficient at higher T because the length of the paths is inversely proportional to temperature.
It should noted that the discussed validity range of different trial density matrices depends very much on the material under consideration. The temperature where we switch from PIMC to DFT-MD reflects the degree of thermal electronic excitations as well as some dependence of the approximations made in both methods. The density dependence of the switching temperature would typically be estimated by comparing the temperature to the Fermi energy of an ideal gas of electrons. However, to incorporate band structure effects of dense helium, we found it more appropriate to relate the switching temperature to the DFT band width. Band width and Fermi energy are identical in the systems of noninteracting particles. For the purpose of this study, we found it appropriate to switch from PIMC to DFT-MD for temperatures corresponding to less than one third of the helium band width.
We performed PIMC simulations up to 1.28 × 10 8 K covering a large temperature interval of two orders of magnitude. The excess internal energies and pressures in Figs. 2, 3 , and 5 are positive a lower temperatures reflecting electronic excitations but then change sign due to interactions of ions and free electrons. At very high temperature when helium is fully ionized, the system can be described by the Debye plasma model 39 . The Debye model is based on a self-consistent solution of the Poisson equation for a system of screened charges. The excess contribution to the free energy, internal energy, entropy per particle, and pressure are given by,
where κ = 1/r d is the inverse of Debye radius, r d , in a collection of N i particles of charge Z i in volume V where Figure 5 demonstrate very good agreement with the Debye model at high temperature. The Debye model fails at lower temperatures where it predicts unphysically low pressures. Under these conditions the screening approximation fails because there are too few particles in the Debye sphere. The number of particles in the Debye sphere is proportional to,
which means that the Debye model becomes increasingly accurate for high T and large r s . This is exactly what is observed in Fig. 5 . For higher densities, PIMC and Debye predictions converge only at higher temperatures. The size of the Debye sphere increases with temperature and will eventually exceed the size of any simulation cell. This occurs when the coupling the particles become very weak. With increasing temperature, the Coulomb energy decreases while the kinetic energy increase linearly with T . To determine the precise amount of the Coulomb energy becomes more and more difficult due to finite size effects. This is the reason why the PIMC simulations do not agree perfectly with the Debye model for the highest temperature shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3 . In conclusion, we use the Debye EOS for the highest data in our EOS table. The nonideal pressures reported in Fig. 5 appear to be less sensitive to finite size errors than the internal energy because their volume dependence is relatively weak.
Now we compare our first-principle EOS with chemical free energy models that were developed before firstprinciples simulation data became available. Winisdoerffer and Chabrier 40 constructed a semianalytical model to study stellar interiors that covers a wide density range including metallization. Their EOS is only available in explicit form in a small temperature interval and a comparison with DFT-MD simulation has already been reported 19 . That is why we focus on the free energy model derived by Saumon, Chabrier, and van Horn (SCvH) 41 . Together with their hydrogen model 42 , their EOS has been used numerous times to model giant planet interiors. Figure 6 compares the excess pressure from both EOSs for three different temperatures. At a very temperature of 10 6 K that are important for stellar interiors, we found fairly good agreement. The deviations between the SCvH model and PIMC simulations are only about 4%.
At a intermediate temperature of 100 000 K, that approximately represent the regime of shock wave experiments, the agreement is less favorable. One finds that the SCvH EOS reports pressures that are about 30% lower than those predicted by PIMC. This is partly due to the fact that the SCvH model follows the Debye model down to too low temperatures (Fig. 3) and that an interpolation scheme between a low and a high-temperature model was used by SCvH that was not thermodynamically consistent (Fig. 13) .
The last panel in Fig. 6 is focused on the interiors of giant planets with temperature of the order to 10 000 K. At low density both EOSs agree well, but above 1.5 g cm −3 deviation begin to increase steadily. At conditions comparable to Jupiter's interior, we find that the SCvH underestimates the pressure by 30%. In a hydrogen-helium mixture of solar composition, this translates into an er- ror in the pressure of about 4%. This is the reason why even the helium EOS is important to estimate the size of Jupiter's core, which is expected to be only a small fraction of the Jupiter's total mass.
IV. PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
In this section, we study the structure of the fluid by analyzing correlations between different types of particles. Given the large amount of simulation results, we focus our attention primarily on the temperature dependence and only report results for one density of r s = 1.86. The density dependence of the pair correlation functions, g(r), has been analyzed in Ref. 37 . Figure 7 shows how the nuclear pair correlation func- tions changes over a temperature interval that spans seven orders of magnitude. At low temperature, the g(r)
shows the oscillatory behavior that is typical for a hardsphere fluid. The atomic interactions are governed by two tightly bound electrons that lead to a strong repulsion at close range due to Pauli exclusion. As long as the density is not too high, this behavior is well-described by the Aziz pair potential 17 . As temperature increases, two effects change the pair correlation function. The increase in kinetic energy leads to stronger collisions and atoms approach each other more. This is regard, helium is not exactly a hard-sphere fluid because the Aziz pair potential is not perfectly hard. The increase in temperature also damps of the oscillation in the g(r).
At 80 000 K, one finds perfect agreement between PIMC and DFT-MD (upper panel in Fig. 7) . As the temperature is increased further, changes in nuclear g(r) function are dominated by electronic excitations and the ionization of atoms. One finds that the strong repulsion at low temperature disappears gradually. As one approaches the Debye-Hückel limit, the fluid behaves like correlated system of screened Coulomb charges.
The peak in the electron-nucleus pair correlation functions in Fig. 8 illustrates that the electrons are bound to the nuclei. At 40 000 K and below, the peak height , and 128 } ×10 6 K. We plot r * g(r) on the ordinate so that the peak at small r illustrates the fraction of electrons in bound states. The decrease in peak height with increasing temperature demonstrates thermal excitation of electrons, which eventually leads the ionization of atoms. is maximal. At higher temperature, electrons get excited and eventually atoms get ionized. The peak height is consequently reduced until, at very high temperature, the motion of electrons and nuclei appears to be uncorrelated.
The correlation of electrons with parallel spins is de- termined by Pauli exclusion and Coulomb repulsion but is also influenced by the motion of the nuclei at low temperature. Combination of all these effects causes the motion of same-spin electrons to be negatively correlated at small distances. This is typically referred to as the exchange-correlation hole. At high temperatures, kinetic effect reduces the size of this hole but g(r) always goes to zero for small r due to Pauli exclusion. Despite the Coulomb repulsion, the electrons with opposite spins are positively correlated at low temperature, because two electrons with opposite spin are bound in a helium atom. With increasing temperature, the peak in Fig. 10 reduces in height because more and more electrons get ionized. At 10 6 , one finds the lowest values for g(r → 0) because the electrons are anti-correlated due to the Coulomb repulsion. If the temperature is increased further kinetic effects dominate over the Coulomb repulsion and g(r → 0) again increases and will eventually approaches 1 at high temperature.
V. ENTROPY CALCULATIONS
Convection in the interior of planets determines that the temperature-pressure profile is adiabatic. In consequence, the planetary interiors is fully determined by the conditions on the surface and the EOS. This makes the calculation of adiabats important. However, neither Monte Carlo nor molecular dynamics methods can directly compute entropies because both techniques save orders of magnitude in computer time by generating a only representative sample of configurations. Without this gain many-body simulations would be impossible and in consequence, entropies that are measure of the total available phase space are not accessible directly. Typically one derives the entropy by thermodynamic integration from a know reference state. However, for the planetary interiors, the absolute value of the entropy is not important as long as one is able to construct (T, P ) curve of constant entropy. This can be done using the pressure and the internal energy from first-principles simulations at different (T, V ) conditions. Using Maxwell's relations, one finds,
By solving this ordinary differential equation, (V,T)-adiabats can be constructed as along as a sufficiently dense mesh of high-quality EOS points are available to make the required interpolation and differentiation of E and P with respect to temperature satisfactorily accurate. One drawback of formula (5) is that it is not necessarily thermodynamically consistent if pressures and internal energies are interpolated separately. This is the primary reason why we developed the following method to fit the free energy instead. Pressure and internal energy are related to the free energy, F (V, T ), by
Different EOS fits for fluids have been proposed in the literature 36, 43 . Thermodynamic consistency was not a priority in each case. Both papers relied on specific functional forms that were carefully adjusted to the material under consideration. Although such a fit of specific form could probably have also been constructed for the presented helium EOS data, we wanted to have an approach that is not just applicable to one material. Therefore, we decided to represent the free energy as a bi-cubic spline function with temperature and density as parameters. This spline function can accurately represent our helium EOS data and can easily be adapted to fit other materials. Cubic splines are twice continuously differentiable, which means the derived pressures and energies are once continuously differentiable with respect to V and T . This is sufficient for this study. If additional thermodynamic functions that require higher order derivatives of the free energy, such as sound speeds, need to be fit also then higher order splines can accommodate that.
We start the free energy interpolation by constructing as series of one-dimensional splines functions F n (T ) for different densities. The choice of knots T i is arbitrary. Their location should be correlated with the complexity of the EOS as well as the distribution of EOS data points. In our helium example, we used a logarithmic grid in temperature with about half as many knots as data points. The set of free energy values on the knots, F (T i ), represent the majority of the set of fit parameters. In addition, one may also include the first derivatives of the splines ∂Fn ∂T | V at the lowest and highest temperature, which represent the entropy. Alternatively, one could derive those derivatives by other means and then keep them fixed during the fitting procedure.
To compute the free energy at a specific density, n * , and temperature, T * , we first evaluate all splines F n (T * ) and then construct a secondary spline at constant temperature as function of density, F T * (n). Its first derivate is related to the pressure. Again, the derivative at the interval boundaries can either be fixed or adjusted during the fitting procedure. We adjust them by introducing an additional spline ∂F ∂n | T (T ) at the lowest and highest densities, which then get adjusted in the fitting procedure.
We begin the fitting procedure with an initial guess for the free energy function derived from Eq. (5). Then we employ conjugate gradient methods 44 to optimize the whole set of fitting parameters. Minimizing the sum of the squared relative deviations in pressure and internal energy has been found to work best. (Just for the derivation of the relative deviation in energy, the zero of energy has been shifted to value of the isolated helium atom.)
All fits tend to introduce wiggles if too many free parameters are included. We control wiggles by adjusting the number of knots in density and temperature but we also introduced penalty in the form,
to favor fits with smaller |∂ 2 P/∂n 2 |. Finally we changed the density argument in the spline interpolation from F T (ρ) to F T (log(ρ)). This improves the fit in the high temperature limit where the free energy is dominated by the ideal gas term that has logarithmic dependence on density.
The presented free energy fit is thermodynamically consistent by construction. It allowed us to accurately represent the entire data set of P and E values. Without additional information, the free energy can be determined up to a term T ∆S, which is sufficient to compute adiabats. To determine the absolute value of the entropy, one needs an anchor point, for which the entropy was derived by different means. Figure 11 compares different adiabats derived from our first-principles EOS with predictions from the SCvH EOS model. Beginning from a joint starting point of r s = 2.4 and a selection of seven different temperatures of 3000, 5000, 10 000, 50 000, 100 000, 500 000, and 10 6 K, we constructed the adiabats for both models for the density interval under consideration. The upper panel of Fig. 11 demonstrates good agreement between both methods a low densities up to about 1 g cm −3 . For higher densities, one finds deviations of up to 20% in the predicted temperatures on the adiabat. A higher temperature, the agreement get substantially better, which is illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 11 . The observed deviations are similar to pressure differences shown in Fig. 6 .
For applications in the field of planetary science, we also show the adiabats in (T ,P ) space in Fig. 12 . The deviations are comparable in magnitude but appear smaller on a logarithmic scale.
VI. SHOCK WAVE EXPERIMENTS
Dynamic shock compression experiments are the preferred laboratory experiments to probe the properties materials at high pressure and temperature. Using bigger and more powerful lasers, great progress has been made in reaching higher and higher pressures. Under shock compression, the initial state of material characterized by internal energy, pressure, and volume (E 0 , P 0 , V 0 ) changes to the final state described by (E, P, V ). The conservation of mass, momentum, and energy yields the Hugoniot condition 45 ,
Different shock velocities lead to a collection of final states that are described by a Hugoniot curve. Using Eq. 8, this curve can easily calculated for a given EOS where one most often may assume P 0 ≪ P . V 0 = 32.4 cm 3 /mol (ρ 0 = 0.1235 g cm −3 ) is taken from experiment 16 . For E 0 , one takes the energy of an isolated helium atom, which must be calculated consistently with the final internal energy, E. An initial static precompression that changes V 0 will also affect E 0 and P 0 but the corrections are negligible as long as the amount of initial compression work as small compared to the energy that is deposited dynamically. Assuming dE 0 = dP 0 = 0, the total differential of H reads,
The point of maximum compression, η max = V 0 /V , along the Hugoniot curve can be derived by setting, dH = dV = dV 0 = 0. The resulting condition can be expressed in terms of the Grüneisen parameter, γ ≡ V ∂P ∂E V = 2/(η max − 1). Now we will determine how the maximum compression ratio, η max , changes if the sample is precompressed statically. Keeping the final shock pressure constant, the compression ratio changes as function of the initial sample volume, V 0 , Setting dH = dP = 0 in Eq. 9, one finds,
Inserting this result into Eq. 10 yields,
Since the parameters γ and δ are both positive, the relation, ∂ηmax ∂V0 P > 0, is equivalent to the relation, δ < γ, which is again equivalent to,
If this condition is fulfilled for a particular EOS then the maximum shock compression ratio will decrease if the sample is precompressed statically, which reduces V 0 . We have computed the isoenergetic compressibility for our first-principles EOSs for helium and hydrogen and verified that this condition is satisfied for both materials (Fig. 14) . It is also fulfilled for an ideal plasma model because the maximum compression ratio is determined by the balance of excitations of internal degrees of freedom and interaction effects 17 . Although all interactions are neglected, an ideal model correctly represents the fact the excited states are suppressed at high density because of the reduced entropy. The diminished importance of excitations reduces the maximum compression ratio to values closer to 4, which is the expected result for noninteracting systems without internal degrees of freedom.
Recent laser shock wave experiments 18 reached pressures of 2 megabars in fluid helium for the first time. The sample was precompressed statically in a modified diamond anvil cell before the shock was launched. The static precompression is an important development that enables one to reach higher densities and still allows one to direct determine the EOS. Reaching higher densities is important for planetary interiors because shock Hugoniot curves rise faster than adiabats in a P -T diagram shown in Fig. 13 . As a result, a large part of Jupiter's adiabat remains inaccessible unless one increases the starting density by precompression. The precompression and relation of planetary interiors was studies theoretically in Ref. 46 . It was demonstrated that precompression of up to 60 GPa would be needed to characterize 50% of Jupiter's envelope. The challenge is here to reach high enough densities because a single shock wave compresses the material only 5.25-fold or less (Fig. 14) .
The measurements of J. Eggert et al. 18 confirmed two of our theoretical predictions 17 . They showed that helium has a shock compression ratio substantially larger than 4 due the electronic excitations and that the compression ratio would decrease with increasing precompression (Fig. 14) . However, the measurements appeared to be in better agreement with the SCvH EOS model than PIMC simulations 18 . The SCvH model predicts a maximum compression ratio of 6.5 to occur around 300 GPa. A different chemical model based on an expansion of the activity 47 predicts maximum compression ratios between 5.6 and 6.2 to occur at about 100 GPa. Figure 15 shows a detailed comparison between experiments and our first-principles simulations. The shock measurements without precompression indeed show a higher compression than predicted from first principles. The deviations are outside the experimental error bars. However, this discrepancy goes away with increasing precompression. The shocks with 3.4-fold precompression are in good agreement with first-principles predictions. We have no explanation for this trend at present.
The reason why the SCvH EOS yields larger compression ratios can be understood by looking at the pressure that this model predicts. Using our first-principles EOS, we derived the shock temperatures that correspond the reported P -ρ measurements. In the resulting temperature range of 24 000 -63 000 K, the SCvH EOS significantly underestimates the pressure (see Fig. 6 ), which leads to higher predicted compressions (Eq. 8). Furthermore, all measurements fall in the region where the SCvH model relied on interpolation (Fig. 13) and is not expect be as reliable.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper combined path integral Monte Carlo and density functional molecular dynamics simulation to derive one coherent equation of state for fluid helium at high pressure and temperature. Helium is a comparatively simple material since it does not form chemical bonds nor has core electrons, but the our approach of combining two simulation techniques can be generalized to study more complex materials at extreme conditions. Certainly the presented approach to fit the free energy and to derive adiabats works for any set of EOS data points derived from first-principles simulations.
For the future, one might consider replacing DFT-MD with coupled ion-electron Monte Carlo 48 . However this is strictly a groundstate method and one would still need to find a way to include electronic excitations.
We constructed the following 2D spline interpolation of the free energy in order to reproduce the internal energy and pressures from Tab. I. We use atomic units of Hartrees and Bohr radii. For each density of r s = {2.4, 2.0, 1.6, 1.2, 0.8}, we construct a cubic spline F n (T ). Table VI lists 16 knot points (T i , F (T i )) for each density. In addition, the first derivate ∂F ∂T are specified at the lowest and highest temperatures. This is sufficient to construct a cubic spline function F (T ) 44 . In a similar fashion, we derive a spline function that contains that free energy derivative with respect to density, ∂F ∂n (T ), at the lowest and highest densities, r s = 2.4 and 0.8 respectively. n is the density of the electrons, n = N e /V . Those knot points as well as the T derivatives are included in Tab. VI also.
In order to obtain the free energy for a particular density and temperature, (n * , T * ), we proceed as follows. First we evaluate the spline functions F (T * ) and ∂F ∂n (T * ) at temperature T * . Using these five knots points and density derivatives, we construct a spline function, F (log(n)). We use log(n) as argument because it better represents the high-temperature limit of weak interactions. Note that the constructed splines for the density derivate contain ∂F ∂n and not ∂F ∂ log(n) . Then F (log(n)) is evaluated at the density of interest, n * . Finally we add the term, −T ∆S = −13.7902836 Ha*T , which brings the entropy in agreement with our Debye-Hückel reference point at high temperature for r s =1.86. This procedure yields the free energy F (n * , T * ) in Hartrees per electron. Other thermodynamic variables including pressure, internal energy, entropy, and Gibbs free energy can be obtained by differentiation.
